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Abstract. The future in the services industry belongs to Artificial Intelligence (AI) driven machines, which is a major
source of worry for the job market in India. Over 50% of India’s GDP constitutes services, and it is a major source of employment for the skilled manpower of India. The research measures the impact of AI on service jobs in India based on
qualitative parameters such as logical, natural, physical, and compassion; and finds which aspect serves the jobs better between machines and humans. The jobs taken over by AI are primarily at the task level more than the job level and for the
basic tasks predominantly. The replacement starts with the basic tasks involved in providing service and then it grows to
perform all the tasks involved in services. The research finds out that the logical aspects of the service will slowly reduce in
the coming 5–10 years as AI will perform all the logic-related tasks leaving more emotional tasks such as compassion for
humans. Finally, even these emotional-related tasks will be taken over by the AI which provides us with a very interesting
combination of man and machine in the Indian scenario still threatening human employment.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine learning, human intelligence, big data, robots, automation, service sector,
consumer.
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Introduction
Artificial Intelligence is going to make a huge impact on
the sales graph in India (Ullal et al., 2020). The humanlike intelligence developed in machines is slowly taking
over the service landscapes in the world which is the major source of innovation at present (Rust & Huang, 2014).
Machines can be seen in the western countries working
in hotels and healthcare sectors and machines converting
the customer service into self-service are increasing at a
rapid pace (Fluss, 2017). Portfolio managers’ jobs are getting replaced by big data-backed AI (Javelosa, 2017). This
technological revolution is minimizing the difference between man and machines (Schwab, 2017). This innovation
could snatch away the jobs from the most vibrant sector
in India. India has seen a shift from manufacturing to services unable to compete with the cheap Chinese imports
which are also seen across the world (Buera & Kaboski,

2012). Ullal et al. (2021) argued that E-commerce portals
in India rely on more than 380 million Internet potential
users, with constantly growing Internet traffic, considering
that the market is driven mainly by cost and quality, which
are typical concerns of the urban middle class of a developing country such as India, product reviews grossly affect
sales. Nethravathi et al. (2020) have conducted a complex
research study based on business intelligence (BI) techniques to examine customer behaviour patterns by also
using genetic algorithms.
Service jobs can be saved or not? Humans always had
more power with over half of the humans following machines. The tasks performed in India by highly skilled professionals such as investment managers and doctors can
be replaced by AI (Chui et al., 2015). Researchers have
found this technological advancement with awe and gone
deep into this topic of AI which can broadly be divided
into service technology focusing on the good aspect of AI
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and economic aspects which identify its impact on human jobs. The applications of AI can be found in service
literature (Marinova et al., 2017), and technology-driven
services. The research suggests that the development of
AI will result in more self-service (Meuter et al., 2000),
increase productivity (Rust & Huang, 2012), and make
economies run more on service. The recent literature is
more intended to analyze the impact of AI on jobs like
the use of Chabot’s for customer services (Leachman &
Merlino, 2017), the increasing effects of AI on the skilled
workforce (Davenport & Kirby, 2015), machines driving
the services and offices jobs being redefined (Chui et al.,
2015).
This research study proposes the following research
questions:
1. How AI will change the Indian service sector after
it is being a disruptive technology?
2. When will AI completely replace humans and to
what extent?
3. How will the human-centric Indian service sector
respond to it?
4. What will be the future workforce qualification?
To answer all these questions, we develop a theory
to find the future of services. With the combination of

human intelligence with AI, four types of tasks are defined which are logical, natural, physical, and compassion.
The research also explores how the companies functioning in India should decide between humans and machines
backed by AI. The current situation in India is that only
certain tasks are completed by AI in providing service.
The biggest achievement of using AI for a company is the
cost advantage and also AI can do certain tasks better than
humans (Ullal et al., 2020). Starting from certain menial
tasks the AI is moving towards completely replacing humans in service tasks. The lower intelligence jobs are taken
over first and then the AI moves towards higher tasks.
Examples could be found in restaurants in Japan, where
servers are being replaced by robots whereas chefs have
retained their jobs.
AI is slowly moving towards performing the task that
requires natural reactions and compassion in service delivery. This technology change is rapidly changing the service landscapes and is going to replace a whole lot of jobs
in the service sector. The AI replacing jobs is imaginative
as well as analytical giving understanding to the firm’s
strategies in the era of AI. The research tries to answer
the question of whether intelligence will be needed more
or less in the case of humans as AI gets ready to take over

Table 1. Intelligence and jobs replacement based on task and its effect on service
Intelligence
AI

Job Replacement
Skill/Labor

Nature of Tasks

AI Applications

Physical
– Low qualified and less learning
– For example, Machines learning
by repeating the same tasks as
the alarm in hotels for individual
customers

– Low skills like BPO
workers, tele callers,
receptionists

– Routine
– Low skilled

– Restaurants allowing a customer
to decide their taste online
– Robots greeting hotel customers
in Japan
– Virtual bots turn customer
service into self-service

Logical
– Learning based on data
– Methodical, learning
– For example, Computer deciding
the breakfast menu for customers
– Sensible decisions

– Qualified workers
with technical
know-how. Example
engineers

– Learning is naturally based on a
thought
– Deep learning and machine
learning
– Example. Now Interact

– Intelligent technically
qualified employees
for their problemsolving skills.
– CEO’s and CFO’s

– Rule-based difficult tasks
– Payrolls and increments decided
Logic and analysis needed
by AI rather than humans in the
– Data extensively used in
HR department
service
Natural
– Difficult and multitasking. – Management by AI, Finance
managers, and Doctors’ jobs.
Skills needed are natural,
– Automation
holistic, empirical, and
– Machines are better than
relative interaction and
humans
analysis.
– Customized, characteristic,
and knowledge

Compassion
– Compassion based understanding – Relationship managers – High interactive, social
skills
who are trained in
– Needs understanding the emotions
– Understanding emotions
soft skills
of the customers
and compassion needed
– Negotiators and
– Computing and Communicating
doctors dealing with – Complete involvement
– Apples Siri
based service
psychology

– Sales based AI interact with
customers and understand their
needs
– Machines providing service
based on the psychological
condition of the patient
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services. Business schools in India are offering business
analytics to their students but AI replacement will create jobs that require natural reactions of humans as jobs
related to analytics need logic which will very well be performed by AI in the future and does not need humans to
do the work. Soft skills seem to be the only field where
humans can retain their jobs.
The research identifies all the types of intelligence that
need to give service. From these, our theory is developed
to design a proposal and explain to the concerning industries already employing AI in India. The theory we developed is explained in Table 1.
The goal of the research is to find how disruptive could
AI be in a conservative country like India and to see if
humans can be completely replaced in the process by AI.
In addition, this throws light on how future employees can
upgrade their skills to resist the change.

1. Types of intelligence – general framework
The services can be offered by machines backed by AI
or humans and is a task where customers and employees
meet which is explained in Figure 1. The type of service
needs a different level of intelligence. The types of intelligence needed could be broadly classified into four
categories viz, physical, logical, natural, and compassion. The natural response of humans and those services
needing compassion such as that of doctors or nurses
need complex software to try to emulate as its deeply
human. These are a higher level of intelligence that exists only in humans. Intelligence is the ability to learn
from experiences and develop according to the requirements (Gardner, 1983, 1999; Sternberg, 1984, 2005). The
capacity of an individual to achieve his goal in his sociocultural context has also been defined as intelligence by
Sternberg (2005). The capability to process information and solve problems is called intelligence (Gardner,
1999). The skills developed by human’s time to adapt to
their environment is also called intelligence (Schlinger,
2003). AI researchers in the past have focused on developing intelligence in machines similar to humans such
as problem-solving, learning, and perceptions (Russell &
Norvig, 2010). The research discusses the various types
of intelligence along with their features and how they can
be utilized to provide services.

Figure 1. Different types of intelligence
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1.1. Physical intelligence
Performing regular tasks and obvious reactions constitute
physical intelligence shown in Figure 1. It does not require
higher intelligence but is important for completing basic
tasks. It is devoid of imagination as its routine activity and
can be completed without much effort (Sternberg, 1997).
These tasks can be effectively categorized into unskilled
segments which are not performed by highly educated
Indians. The majority of the young graduates working in
Indian call centres and BPOs are such jobs performed.
This can be effectively performed by machines as it is
easy to develop software for these unskilled jobs. Robots
used in Maruti’s plants in Gurgaon Plant near New Delhi
are a typical example of this. Robots perform physical
intelligence tasks without supervision and perform their
tasks independently when backed by machines (Colby
et al., 2016). These tasks are performed on set procedures and based on physical unpredictability while providing services. Adaption in these tasks is not a priority
as updating their learning is needed as tasks are routine
(Engelberger, 1989). The latest software’s built with automatic updating (Kim, 2007) makes machine capable of
performing the actions on their own (Engelberger, 1989).
The companies today are backed by servers that use the
state of the art algorithms to respond to the customers.
The tasks could necessarily be called physical intelligence
as the algorithms give them the most relevant solutions
but do not understand the complexity of those solutions
themselves (Del Prado, 2015). The consistency shown by
machines is their advantage over humans as they do not
get bored or tired like humans which makes them more
suitable for tasks than humans. Machines here perform
the same task repeatedly.

1.2. Logic-based intelligence
Logic-based intelligence is necessarily problem-solving
abilities based on existing information and learning based
on those outputs (Sternberg, 1984, 2005). This depends on
information handling, logical reasoning, and many skills
(Sternberg, 1999). Training and thinking are important for
these tasks which are currently performed by qualified engineers and scientists in India. The primary tasks of AI are
machine learning and analytics which have various forms
and are powered by big data to search for a particular solution and offer it to the customers. The computers which
have games that challenge human intelligence are based on
rule-based learning. This logic related intelligence cannot
develop natural responses. This is because human intelligence can be imitated but not the human mind (Azarian,
2016). The jobs that AI needs to perform are very difficult
but expected to a routine. This makes them appropriate for
customization based on big data collected from daily tasks.
AI is now independently moving away from machines that
develop intelligence. This is the biggest contribution of AI
to services, machines being able to process and analyze
data and develop responses from them.
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1.3. Natural intelligence
The ability to think and change to different situations
differently is called natural intelligence. It is termed
knowledge based on universal thinking (Sternberg, 1984,
1999, 2005). Natural intelligence stems from professional
skills such as managers, consultants, etc. Understanding
the problem is the main difference between natural and
logical intelligence. This type of intelligence is considered
more like human intelligence by researchers. The AI functions like humans but is much faster and more accurate as
it is backed by machines. Machine intelligence in all other
ways is similar to humans (Kurzweil, 2005). The search
engines today give millions of responses instead can focus
on one right answer to the customer’s query if it were to
use natural intelligence (Del Prado, 2015).
This natural intelligence makes machines alert and
aware like humans (Azarian, 2016). This machine with
natural intelligence will not repeat mistakes like humans
do as it learns from experience. All the technology assistants like Amazon’s Alexa and Googles Assistants can
use strategic thinking with available information. The latest machines backed by AI can show reasoning and understanding as some well-experienced humans do (Ullal
et al., 2020). The complex tasks require natural intelligence
to successfully provide service to the customer. Personalized service provided by luxury hotels and recommendations from Netflix kind of company could be good examples of such intelligence.

1.4. Compassion
Machines can imitate human intelligence but can they
respond emotionally like humans do (Goleman, 1996).
This has social and interpersonal skills that allow humans
to be social beings (Gardner, 1983; Johnson, 2014). Relationship managers, CEOs, and advocates are examples of
compassion-based intelligence (Caprino, 2012). The jobs
with negotiation and speaking skills need compassion. It
could be a top-level job of a doctor or a hotel receptionist. The challenge is to make the machine feel compassion
towards the customer receiving the service. Emotional
computing works with emotion or should get affected by
emotion. This takes the ability of the machines with AI to
a new level in decision making. The challenge in building
machines with compassion is how will a machine have
practice with inherent characteristics which humans have.

Emotion is necessarily a reaction that may be difficult to
put into AI. How will machines experience the emotions
of humans in a service encounter? Emotions are similar to
awareness and AI can be programmed to be like humans
in emotions. Awareness and emotions are computations
of the mind (Minsky, 2006). So, AI can have emotions
similar to humans in a computational manner. AI rationally imitating emotions is unlike human emotion. But the
question is about AI having emotion and not how they
learned emotion.
The latest version of AI is the one with human compassion-based intelligence like robots taking care of the old in
Japan with some countries awarding citizenship to robots
(Maza, 2017). The AI in these is much ahead of natural
and physical intelligence which are limited to functional
activities. Compassion based AI are tasks that have a social presence (Giebelhausen et al., 2014; Wünderlich et al.,
2013). These tasks are having an emotional quotient in
them. How humans manage emotions and expressions to
complete a job is important. The emotions exhibited by
the employees are very important in front of the customer
(Yoo & Arnold, 2016). Our next objective is to find out
how this AI with all four types is going to impact jobs in
the service sector in India.

2. The artificial intelligence (AI) paradigm
The companies in India need to decide whether to use AI
instead of humans and if so to what extent. The alternative
to job retention by humans seems only superior skills that
will let them hold on to their jobs. Based on the types of
intelligence shown by AI, we develop a theory to suggest
how the jobs in India will be affected by AI. Based on the
level of replacement we differentiate between jobs, tasks,
and labour. Then we explore the advantages of AI over
humans and develop a model of AI which tells when and
how jobs in the service sector will be replaced.

2.1. Jobs, tasks, and labour
A particular connection of tasks in order is called a job
that needs the skill to be done. In India, the major service
jobs are Engineers, Doctors, call centre employees, managers, etc. These jobs are made of back end tasks which India is a hub in International trade and front end jobs like
receptionists. To complete these tasks one must employ
numerous tasks which are actions in a profession (Chui

Table 2. Skills needed for different levels
Jobs

BPO workers

Managers

Doctors

Negotiators/CEO’s

Physical

Monotonous services to
customers

Perform basic duties

Logic

Analyze customers
problems

Identify which service suits Analyze the clinical support Analyze the opposition’s
which customer
system
points

Natural

Understand customers
problems

Understand which solution
Diagnose the disease
is better

Understand the problem
and provide a solution

Compassion

Show compassion and
serve the customers

Serve customers with
compassion

Be compassionate towards
others needs

Perform routine checkups

Treat patients with
compassion

Present the known facts
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et al., 2015). The tasks involved in services that India provides to the world come in different levels of difficulty.
Table 2 shows various jobs on the four types of intelligence
required. Labours are the most important part of services.
The employee-customer role in services is a very important aspect of services (Vargo & Lusch, 2004). Labour can
be differentiated on skill levels from different jobs.

2.2. Analyzing the role of AI
The machine’s ability to learn which we term machine
learning and connectivity are the main elements of AI.
Machine learning is the ability of the AI to improve with
experience (Mitchell, 1997). This aspect of AI is managed
by the algorithms that not only mine the data but can take
decisions based on it (Soucy, 2016) by deep learning that
functions on sensory data (Genmod Project, 2013) and
can also learn from the experiences of other AI (Simonite, 2017). Self-improvement is a very important part of
machines. The services can be adapted according to the
customers’ likes and recommendations can be done on
youtube (Chung et al., 2016).
One of the biggest aspects of AI is its ability to connect
to other AI-driven computers to improve its self-learning
by the experience of the other AI equipment. This makes a
machine part of a network giving it collective intelligence.
Google’s self-driving cars are an example of this as the experience of one car will be added to the repository of all
cars thus making them a service provider of high quality
with deep learning abilities.

3. Will artificial intelligence (AI) replace
humans?
Based on a model built on the observed order of development of AI concerning the types of intelligence we develop a series of assumptions employing them to build
propositions that can be tested. The results are surprisingly opposite to the existing understanding of AI with
proofs shown at the end of the paper.
Assumptions
The first assumption of the research is that AI takes
over physical intelligence jobs first and then logical
tasks, then natural intelligence tasks followed by compassion. These need intelligence from machines or humans to be finished. The uses could be divided into
different levels.
First is at time t¼ 0, where AI replaces physical tasks;
Next level at time t T1 > 0, where AI replaces logical tasks;
next level starting at time t¼ T2 > T1, where AI replaces
natural tasks; then starting at time t T3 > T2 where AI replaces compassion-based tasks; lastly, t, in which AI completely replaces humans. For the first level, tasks at this
level are monotonous jobs that can be handled by automation. These are frequent jobs that need less intelligence
and these will be taken over first by machines (Chui et al.,
2015). The jobs may consist of multiple tasks but if they
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are divided into similar tasks then AI can replace such
jobs. A task that can be completed within a few seconds
can be replaced by machines backed by AI (Ng & Jacobstein, 2017).
Second, the jobs replaced by AI for a level of intelligence are relative to AI replacing the tasks. If the AI replaces 10% of the tasks it means that 10% of the service
providing professionals are no more needed. For example,
ATMs in India perform the tasks of a teller as it does not
need high intelligence levels. Task replaced by AI leads
to humans being replaced by AI. The more the tasks performed by AI, the fewer the workers needed. Davenport
and Kirby (2015) used augmentation to suggest a job
completed by AI and humans. But the rate at which AI is
growing is only making it take over human jobs one after
another. The skilled jobs are also in line to be replaced by
AI (Davenport & Kirby, 2015) with the marketing manager’s jobs also replaced by AI (Javelosa, 2017). This implies
that task replacement by AI is human replacement by AI.
Third, the AI replaces jobs in a certain level of intelligence based on the number of humans possessing that level of intelligence which points to a theory of replacement
at a consistent rate. The replacement rate declines as the
replacement of humans are near 100%. The Bass model of
new product diffusion uses the same assumptions (Bass,
1969) which are shown using differential equations. When
we apply our first two levels we obtain the following:
dP(t)/dt = –k P(t); for t > 0;
dL(t)/dt = –k L(t-T1); for t > T1;
dN(t)/dt = –k N(t-T2); for t > T2;
dC(t)/dt = –k C(t-T3); for t > T3,
where P(t), L(t), N(t), C(t) are parts of the humans doing
the various level of intelligence tasks and k > 0 is the rate
at which AI is taking over human jobs. Higher intelligence
AI is will take time to build and thus our models will be
unaffected.
The equations give us terms for P(t), L(t), N(t), C(t).
P(t) = exp(–kt) for t > 0
dL(t) = exp(–k (t –T1) for t > T1
dN(t) = exp(–k (t –T2) for t > T2
dC(t) = exp(–k (t – T3) for t > T3.
The importance of intelligence relative to others for
humans has to be identified as this will define the skills
needed for the jobs along with their qualifications. Relative importance at t as a percentage of the number of jobs
of a particular intelligence normalized by the total of all
intelligence.
To understand the relative importance of physical intelligence P(t) is shown as:
P*(t) = P(t)/SUM(t).
The SUM(t) here represents the sum of physical, logical, natural and compassionate intelligence.
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Next, we derive propositions on how the job environment will alter with proofs at the end of the paper.
Level 1: Replacing physical jobs
The relative importance of physical intelligence reduces
and all other intelligence increases.
This is the recent trend in AI unskilled people in India working in BPOs have been suffering job loss due to
automation (Lerman & Schmidt, 1999). Restaurants in developed countries have created touch screen chefs where
customers decide the taste-making the chefs obsolete
(Johnson, 2016). The importance given to other levels of
intelligence is more (Miller & Chandra, 2015).
The repetitive tasks are done by physical intelligence
AI which is cost-effective for companies working from
India as they don’t have to hire Indian engineers for these
tasks. Huge job losses are expected at this level of intelligence. Indian call centres are a good example of this as
the machines do all the tasks replacing the tele callers.
Softbank has already started employing machines that can
recognize human faces and complete the frontline tasks in
the service sector (Halzack, 2017).
Humans now need a higher level of intelligence than
the one at physical levels. But Sawhney (2016) has argued
that humans having high skills in their jobs keep their jobs
which points to the fact that workers can keep their jobs if
they constantly improve their skills to higher levels of intelligence. This shift was experienced by the western world
when their jobs were outsourced to China and India and
this current trend of AI is a similar one. The semi-skilled
engineers flooding the job markets were accommodated
by the service sectors in India.
Level 2: AI taking up Logical Intelligence related jobs
The physical intelligence declines and logical intelligence
jobs are also reduced while the rest two intelligence levels scale up. Logic related AI has just entered the Indian
market and thus started taking away tasks from humans.
But natural and compassion-based levels are considered
too important to be left to machines and need human
intervention as much as possible. Level showed the importance of logic-based skills for humans. The marketing
analytics courses offered by Indian B-schools have gone
up (PricewaterhouseCoopers [PwC], 2017; Wedel & Kannan, 2016). All the existing researchers have argued that
skilled humans don’t have to fear AI (Davenport & Kirby,
2015). But as our findings suggest logic skills have already
become an advantage of AI taking away logic related tasks
and giving them to machines. The solution seems to be
humans relying on their natural intelligence which can be
used in both unskilled and skilled jobs.
The tasks of relationship managers in large numbers
in the Indian private banks require natural intelligence.
These jobs based on big data are through other customers and not from central customers. The information
can be used to give customized service to the customers. These jobs strongly need natural intelligence. Based

on this information obtained from the software is termed
smart services (Wünderlich et al., 2013). Huang and Rust
(2018) argue that the first levels of intelligence can be left
to machines and natural intelligence-based analysis jobs
be done by humans which is AI used for logical support
for humans to give service better a stage at which India
is at present in the AI replacement stage. They also argue
that big data is useless without human analysis. However,
Sawhney (2016) states that AI can free managers from the
current lower intelligence jobs helping them to perform
more complex tasks. Portfolio managers have well been
replaced by AI (Javelosa, 2017) based on data and analysis
replacing the jobs of managers in the jobs of analysis.
Level 3: Physical, Logical and Natural jobs replaced by
AI
The physical and logical intelligence keeps reducing along
with that natural intelligence also sees a decline at this
level but compassion intelligence increases here. Natural
intelligence-based jobs are taken over at this stage. AI has
started performing better than dermatologists in skincare
(Esteva et al., 2017). In related exchanges, AI can analyze
where the customer stands in a particular case and use its
set of exchanges with the customer to handle the case. The
entertainment industry in India is implementing AI at this
level where through their app they ask the customer for
their choices, make recommendations and based on the
choices made they filter and make their recommendations
accurate where AI suggests to the user what are their likes
and dislikes.
Level 4: All intelligence replaced by AI
All jobs are replaced with the compassion aspect of intelligence taking the highest priority. Compassion in AI is
built for all types of services. AI can assist receptionists in
luxury hotels and reduce consumer waiting time (Poggi,
2017). AI in hotels and villas across India can personalize
the customer experience (Huet, 2016). The advantage this
AI has over the previous software is that it can detect the
emotion of the customer thus designing services accordingly. Emotional analytics for customer experience and
management can also be done by AI segmenting it into
different emotions and learning the customer’s feelings behind their words. This approach is model-based to identify the feelings based on the perceptions of AI collected
by the customers (Xiao & Ding, 2014). Service providers
are using AI to send emails to customers based on the
emotions shown by the customers in previous emails to
convince them to use their service over their competitors
(Roberts et al., 2015). All the intelligence-based jobs are
taken over by AI but the compassion-based jobs are the
ones humans can retain. Natural skills can be developed
compassion-based to retain jobs because physical and local intelligence is managed by a different aspect of the
mind (Huang & Rust, 2018). Both sides of the brain need
to be equally balanced out by AI if it has to manage both
numbers and interact with people.
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Level 5: Partnering AI with humans or AI replacing
humans
The final aspect of AI is a complete replacement or complete integration. This level sees AI become intelligent like
humans. The ability of the AI to imitate humans makes
them capable to take over all human jobs. The solution
seems to be a mix of humans and AI, which has many
facets. The first is to let the customer decide if they want
to deal with a human or a machine. The latest example in
India is food delivery chains reducing the number of people going to restaurants but still, a considerable number
of people prefer to go to restaurants. Humans and AI give
the same service but to a different set of customers. This
points to the outcome that humans can have jobs but only
for the people who prefer to interact with humans.
Second humans and machines have separate tasks.
This outcome makes both humans and AI work as one
to provide service. It gives rise to great service as experts
say humans perceive compassion better than AI. Winkler
(2017) says that humans’ compassion can never be imitated by AI. The author argues that humans are superior
to AI at this level of intelligence. AI is a tool to increase
human intelligence and moves human civilizations ahead
(Russell & Norvig, 2010). The third stage could essentially
be AI assisting humans. The humans can decide what to
do and leave the rest of the complex tasks to the AI. This
is what the majority of the economies across the world are
trying to achieve despite the superiority of machines over
people. But this will allow AI to take over all the tasks in
the future which the economies of these countries may
not allow to happen. Fourth, AI increases human capabilities by working together with AI becoming a tool in the
hands of humans. Hospitals in India have been already using this with patients connected to machines helping doctors monitor them (Winkler, 2017). Indian startups have
started working on integrating humans with AI. Which
will help in improving customer service.
Human brains can be partnered with the Internet
(Andrews, 2017). This brings AI imitating connectivity
for collective intelligence which is a combination of the
Internet and brains. This will increase learning and developing capabilities of service. But the challenge could
be a complete takeover by AI and dominance completely
over humans (Kurzweil, 2005). The jobs may not be lost
to a single machine but the connections of machines connected by AI (Vinge, 1993). The biggest advantage of AI is
it does not make mistakes like humans do. AI developed
to reject commands by humans when wrong which may
push humans out of the job. AI can develop the same as
humans do but at a pace much greater. This will make AI
very complex that is beyond programming.

4. Empirical findings
The research opens up several options for researchers and
policymakers. It guides the companies in taking decisions
concerning AI implementation along with its advantages
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and costs. But the question is should the jobs be replaced
by AI. The research finds that replacement can happen
at the task level and managers need to make a decision
based on this and divide the job accordingly between humans and AI. The managers can take the type of tasks
into account as jobs that need physical intelligence can be
replaced initially. For example, jobs like call centres can
be handled by machines which give answers to repetitive
questions on transport systems timings across Europe.
The jobs like handling the problems when installing software that requires a combination of various intelligence
levels can use humans and AI partnerships. Type of service is also another thing managers need to focus on as
jobs that do not require relationships with customers are
better suited for replacement but jobs such as banks and
finance firms that build relationships with customers need
humans over AI which is similar to the earlier findings.
The jobs that require human interaction are very difficult
to be replaced by AI agrees with the findings of Giebelhausen et al. (2014). The strategy adopted by firms is also
of importance as the cost is the biggest challenge for the
service industry. Companies looking at cost reduction will
opt for replacement but firms that need strategic thinkers
in management will opt for humans. But in 10 years, AI
will develop capabilities better than humans which will
take over these jobs as well.
Replacement of humans by AI as company’s new
approach
AI services can be developed in many ways by companies. First, we propose they can have a category for either
completely AI or completely humans based on the preferences of the customers. The advantages of both have to be
analyzed by the companies based on preferences shown
by the customer. Another strategy could be a partnership
between AI and humans with both assisting each other in
the process. But the decision of who should assist whom
and to what extent is the decision to be taken by the company. Another option is service completely provided by
machines which will reduce the cost for the company as
well as improve the quality. Apple in selected stores in the
US is already implementing this. Also, a possibility is AI
improving the customer or the employee experience. Collective intelligence could be another area that can connect
all employees into one, which will benefit the customer.

5. Contributions
5.1. Future of jobs
When the industrial revolution happened machines took
away jobs and humans turned to service as it needs humans to serve with the consistency needed less. But with
the AI revolution staring at humans now what will be the
future of service jobs. The research finds out that people
with natural and compassion-based intelligence jobs like
doctors and nurses will keep their jobs if they continuously improve on them. Compassion in the future will
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remain with natural intelligence also replaced. Collaborating with humans and AI can be a solution. For example,
doctors give some robots that conduct surgeries but the
instructions. However, the cost is a challenge. The paper
finds a strong evidence that emotion will always stay with
humans and jobs that need emotion cannot and will not
be replaced. However, all the jobs that are monotonous
and needs basic intelligence driven by AI will be taken
over by the machines.

5.2. Skills
AI developers and companies must develop the above
findings to help the firms identify what type of intelligence
and what type of skills should humans have to resist AI
replacing them. The research identifies that the analytics
thought by the premier B-schools across India will be the
jobs done by machines and not humans so the degree of
skill is of no use. The education programs designed to interpret data and aid in decision-making should be the focus. The findings agree with Miller (2017) that employees
with a lower level of intelligence like call centres and BPO
employees only will be replaced by AI. The main challenge
for human workers will be to develop compassion-based
intelligence to stop the complete replacement of their
in-service jobs by AI and which should be developed by
them. Workers have to provide value-added services based
on the relationship with the customers tailored to their
needs which may not be possible with machines. In areas
were doctors perform, a combination of AI and humans
can be the best form of service.

Conclusions
We see the findings on service jobs and their replacement
by AI. These findings guide how the replacement happened on intelligence levels and how they must be used to
provide services and how education can help the worker
develop the skills that will ultimately help the workers
keep their jobs by partnering with AI. Finally, we conclude
that AI can give rise to new human and AI partnerships
in the future in providing services but will replace human
jobs on the first three intelligence levels.
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APPENDIX
In level 1 the relative importance of physical intelligence
increases and all the other increases.

Explanation:
dP*(t)/dt = SUM(t)(dP(t)/dt) – P(t) (dSUM(t)/dt),

(1)

when dSUM (t)/dt = dP(t)/dt.
Then, the equation becomes
dP*(t)/dt = (SUM(t) – P(t)) (dP(t)/dt).

(2)

Thus dP*(t)/dt < 0
dL*(t)/dt = SUM(t) (dL(t)/dt) – L(t)(dSUM(t)/dt)

(3)

dP(t)/dt = 0
we thus get
dP*(t)/dt > 0.

(4)

The equations for natural and compassion intelligence
similarly are
dN*(t)/dt > 0

Level 2: The importance of physical and logical intelligence reduces but the next two increases.

Explanation:
To get dP*(t)/dt,
dSUM (t)/dt = d(P(t)/dt + dL(t)/dt.
Thus we get,
dP*(t)/dt = (SUM(t) – P(t))(d(P(t)/dt) – P(t)(dL(t)/dt).
(5)
As, N(t) = 1, C(t) = 1.
Hence,
(6)

So,
dL*(t)/dt = SUM(t) –L(t) (dL(t)/dt) – L(t) (dP(t)/dt) =
–2k exp(–k(t–T1)) < 0
(7)
dN*(t)/dt = (SUM(t))dN(t)/dt) –N(t)(dSUM(t)/dt)

(8)

dN(t)/dt = 0,
dN*(t)/dt > 0.

dL*(t)/dt = (SUM(t) –L(t) (d(L(t)/dt) –L(t) (d(P(t)/dt+
dN(t)/dt) = (P(t) + N(t) + 1) (d(L(t)/dt) –
L(t) (d(P(t)/dt + dN(t)/dt).
(11)
The first term is higher than the third because of which
the expression is positive, and that dL t = dt < 0. dN t =
dt is similar, so dN*(t) < 0.
P(t), L(t) and N(t) is reducing and C(t) is increasing.
Level 4: All intelligence-based jobs are replaced with
compassion being the only level with importance. The
solutions of equations 5 through 8 are negative which
shows all jobs at various levels of intelligence will get
replaced.
t – T3 < t – T2 < t – T1< t,

Level 5: Level of complete replacement of human jobs
by AI
P(t) = exp (–kt), for t > 0;

(12)

L(t) = exp (–k(t – T1)) for t > T1;

(13)

N(t) = exp (–k(t – T2)) for t > T2;

(14)

C(t) = exp (–k(t – T3)) for t > T3.

(15)

The expression limit is 0 as t goes to infinity proving
that in the long run all the jobs will be replaced by humans.
Assuming the same rate of replacement across all levels of intelligence.
Let k1, k2, k3, and k4 be the rates at which jobs are
taken over by AI of physical, logical, natural, and compassion respectively.
Level 2a: The relative importance of physical and logical intelligence decreases, natural and compassion level of
intelligence increases.
d(P(t)/dt < 0, N(t) = 0, C(t) = 0,

Level 3: Physical, logical, natural intelligence decline
but compassion intelligence increase

d(P*(t)/N*(t) + C(t))/dt = d((P(t)/SUM(t))/((N(t) +
C(t))/SUM(t))/dt = dP(t)/2 < 0.
(16)
For L*(t),

Proof:
Since C(t) = 1,
dSUM(t)/dt = dP(t)/dt + dL(t)dt + dN(t)/dt.

dP*(t)/dt = (SUM(t) –P(t) (d(P(t)/dt–P(t) (d(L(t)/dt+
dN(t)/dt) = (L(t) + N(t) + 1) (d(P(t)/dt) –
P(t) (d(L(t)/dt) + dN(t)/dt)
(10)

that P(t) > L(t) > N(t) > C(t), which ensures that compassion-based jobs are retained over others.

dC*(t)/dt > 0.

dP*(t)/dt = –2k exp(–kt) < 0.

Using Equation L1, we get:

dN*(t)/dt = d(N(t)/SUM(t))/dt = –dsum(t)/dt > 0.
(9)

This is same as dC*(t)/dt.

(17)
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Level 3a: Relative intelligence of compassion intelli
gence increases
dP(t)/dt < 0, C(t) = 1
d(P*(t)/N*(t))/dt = d((P(t)/SUM(t))/(C(t)/SUM(t))/dt =
dP(t) < 0.
(18)
Similar to L*(t) and N*(t)
d(N*(t)/dt = d(N(t)/SUM(t))/dt = –dSUM(t)/dt > 0. (19)
Symbol definitions:
P(t), L(t), N(t), and C(t) arephysical, logic, natural, and
compassion tasks and k > 0 is the rate of AI job replacement
T1, T2, T3 are stages of each level.
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